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Biometric Fingerprint / Smart Card Reader. The Morpho

Smart 1300 Series integrates a fingerprint sensor and a smart
card reader into the same device.Q: iphone: update image

from one UIImageView to another I have two
UIImageViews, one on top of the other. The top one should
be reusable over and over again, so I wouldn't want to create
a separate image for it. So after capturing a photo the image
is grabbed from an array and added to the image view. When
the user taps on the image, the image view itself is reused. So
there is one image view on top of another. Once the user taps
on the image view, the whole image view is reused. However,
the image from the image view is now gone. I don't want to
be using addSubview to add the image view. How would I

reuse the top image view so that when it's tapped, it has the
captured photo? Or, how else should I be doing this? A:

There are two ways to go about this. The first is to hold a
reference to the UIImageView in the top view, allowing it to

be reused, and when tapped, simply swap it out with the
captured image. The second way is to simply implement a top
view that can be re-used to display one image, and a separate

view that can be re-used to swap it for another image. I'll
illustrate both ways. The first way is to store a reference to

the UIImageView somewhere in your code in the top view, in
the form of a property: @interface TopView : UIView {

UIImageView *imgView; } @property (nonatomic, retain)
UIImageView *imgView; @end @implementation TopView
@synthesize imgView; - (void) loadImage:(UIImage *)image
{ imgView = [[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage:image];
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imgView.frame = self.bounds; [self addSubview:imgView]; }
@end And then in your view controller or view where you've

got a "top view", you can simply change the data model.
Something like this: - (void) load
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safran morpho mso 1300 e fingerprint
device. Safran Morpho's 1313E2 model

is the ultimate basic finger-print-
activated biometric technology. Morpho's

1313E2 model is the ultimate basic
finger-print-activated biometric

technology. It is.. Morpho's 1313E2
model is the ultimate basic finger-print-
activated biometric technology with. 17
May 2015. Morpho drivers download -

Drivers for Morpho, e2, e3 devices.
Search all drivers by entering the. All the

Morpho drivers for the 1313E2 reader
devices (software download) are

available at.. Morpho's MSO 1300 e2 is
an all-in-one biometric device that can be

used for authentication at physical..
Morpho software download link: Morpho

Smartcard e2 Solutions.. MSO E2
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Scanner, Facial and Iris Scanner
Fingerprint Detection for Android.Van
Schothorst to miss Essex T20 against

Somerset Van Schothorst will miss the
game but the last rites on his career with

the county remain far off, while
Gloucestershire look set to make a few

changes. Match of the Day presenter and
former Yorkshire captain Kevin

Pietersen tweeted his support for van
Schothorst on Friday and the game's

former England captain Michael
Vaughan, who is commentating for Sky

Sports, said: "Wow, what a shame for the
county and the crowds./**************
*********************************
*********************************

** * Copyright (c) 2008-2015 The
Khronos Group Inc. * * Permission is
hereby granted, free of charge, to any

person obtaining a * copy of this
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documentation files (the * "Materials"),
to deal in the Materials without

restriction, including * without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, * distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Materials, and to *
permit persons to whom the Materials are

furnished to do so, subject to * the
following conditions: * * The above
copyright notice and this permission

notice shall be included * in all copies or
substantial portions of the Materials. * *

MODIFICATIONS TO THIS FILE
MAY MEAN IT NO LONGER
ACCURATELY REFLECTS *

KHRONOS STANDARDS. THE
UNMODIFIED, NORMATIVE
VERSIONS OF KHRONOS *
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